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Introduction

Public order policing, where the police
try to control or disrupt a group or
crowd, varies in style and tactics to
their usual policing. All police officers
are trained in public order methods
and tactics to some degree, with
some officers receiving extra training
and specialist equipment.
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Public order policing is standard throughout Great Britain (Scotland, England and
Wales). Policing in Northern Ireland is very different, where water cannon and rubber
bullets are used, and won’t be covered in this guide.

This guide is less about the legal side of policing and more about their tactics and
methods so people can be prepared for what they might face while on large protests
or mobilisations. For more general guidance see our Guide to Activism, Scots Law
and the Police, and other materials on the SCALP website.

Police Tactics

Often when dealing with large numbers of protesters, British Police try to control
crowds or contain them, in the most extreme cases by holding people in a Kettle.
During large protests or gatherings police might stop arresting people for even
serious offences and concentrate on controlling the crowd. This can also involve
moving a crowd by force either away from a specific target, or to a place where the
crowd can then be released from police control with less disruption to traffic or
business. British Police heavily rely on intelligence and evidence gathering during
protests or disturbances to help them with follow-up arrests.

https://www.scottishactivistlegalproject.co.uk/guide-to-activism-scottish-law-and-the-police/
https://www.scottishactivistlegalproject.co.uk/guide-to-activism-scottish-law-and-the-police/
https://www.scottishactivistlegalproject.co.uk
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Police Lines

The police line is the mainstay of British public order tactics. In their most basic form
officers are simply standing in a line and stopping people from passing by pushing
people away. To achieve a stronger line if they want to stop the line being breached,
officers link together in a single or double belt cordon. This involves them standing
front to back like a conga line and holding the belt of the officer next to them, or the
one after the one next to them. When riot police deploy in lines they will use violence
to keep people back, like kicking or hitting people with their shields or batons.

Behind a police line the police can have EGT, FIT and Police Medics. The police
superiors will stand behind the line giving orders. They will also use the space
behind a police line for arresting people.

Barriers

If the police expect a protest or
crowd,crowd control barriers may be
used to help police lines to control
crowds. These are normally steel barriers
that come up just past waist height and
interlock. These can be cable tied or
bolted together to prevent them from
being moved.

Police Scotland also has 19 “CBRN Scene
Management Barriers.” These large
barriers fold into a trailer and can be
opened out to close off a road. They are
2.5m high and extend out 13.5m wide.
They are solid steel and have doors to
allow cops to cross the barrier.
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Police vans are sometimes
deployed in lines bumper to
bumper to create a barrier.

Kettling

Kettling involves surrounding a group or crowd and refusing to let anyone leave. This
may be for a brief moment or a considerable time period. For example, police may
also hold people in a kettle until everyone is bored, cold or needs the toilet so when
people are released they want to leave and disperse. Or as a dignitary leaves an
event, a counter protest may be briefly kettled to prevent any disruption but then
released as soon as the person has left. A kettle has another benefit of being a

horrible enough experience that people don’t come to that kind of protest again.

Kettles can involve just a single line of police, or several lines of police with shields
and crowd control barriers. Sometimes kettles form very quickly with a large number
of police moving in and quickly surrounding a crowd. Other times the police may
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slowly increase numbers around a group until they choose to form a kettle without
warning.

Police may decide to release people all at once or in small groups. Sometimes they
force everyone to walk through a tight cordon while being filmed by Evidence
Gathering Teams and watched by Forward Intelligence Teams. They may ask you to
provide personal  information. such as your name, or to see your ID before letting
you leave.This is a chance to gather intelligence or arrest people previously
identified.

Snatch Squads
To intimidate or to target a specific group or individuals, police sometimes forcefully
remove people from a crowd. This is done with a team of police quickly entering a
crowd and grabbing someone, with some police tasked with controlling the person
they’ve grabbed and some police protecting those officers and forcing the crowd
back. They can then arrest that person or in some situations just take their details
and release them. They can sometimes be seen grouping before a snatch with some
officers pointing at specific people to grab. They often operate from behind police
lines and officers will part allowing the snatch squad to rush forward. There have
been instances where plain clothes police have been used as snatch squads.

Taking Sides – protests and counter protests

Sometimes, there is more than one protest or action happening. When groups like
the far-right, anti-abortion campaigners, or transphobes protest on the streets they
are often opposed. Sometimes anti-racist protests or pride events, for example, are
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targeted by groups opposed to their message. In these situations the police use
different tactics than when they are simply protecting a building or stopping a
blockade.

Most of these tactics have been developed by police for targeting football fans. Their
main goal is to separate both groups and hold them in spaces to “have their protest”
with no chance of physical interaction. This is more complicated when people aren’t
holding placards or wearing specific colours. Police will try and profile people to
decide if they are on either side of the protest, or just a passerby not involved. FIT
and PLO are heavily involved in this profiling. They will rely heavily on police lines
and kettles to control each group and will forcibly move groups while surrounded,
including from and to transport links such as train stations. Sometimes the smaller of
the two crowds is kettled and defended while the other group are allowed more free
movement.

Riot Police

Most officers wear only a
stab proof vest for
protection. More
aggressive policing often
involves police in riot
equipment. These cops
are usually in what is
called an Operational
Support Unit. They wear
dark blue, fire-retardant
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overalls, sometimes with their belt over the top, a dark blue helmet with a plastic
visor and protective boots and gloves. Under their overalls, they have extensive
padding on their body and limbs. Helmets reduce visibility and are uncomfortable so
unless they need to wear them they will attach them to their belts and wear baseball
caps.

Weapons

Police in mainland Britain are much
more restricted in the weapons
they can use on crowds compared
to most other countries. Tear Gas
is not used and only small
canisters of Pepper Spray are
carried, which are less likely to be
used in public order situations than
in other countries.
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Police in mainland Britain don’t use water cannons and rarely use any armoured
vehicles. They sometimes use vans to drive at crowds, although rarely at speed.
Police carry either telescopic batons on their belts, or some riot police carry long
handle batons. They do not use side handle batons. Riot police use two types of
transparent shield, the round shield and the long shield. They can hit people with
these shields.

Few police carry guns. Each police force has specialist Armed Response officers,
who are less likely to carry out normal policing functions. There are also police with
guns protecting politicians, or military sites and nuclear power stations. More
common is for police to carry Tasers. These shoot barbs that carry an electric current
that shock people to incapacitate. They have been used by police during public order
situations but rarely.

Horses

Police horses are used as both an
intimidation tactic and as a
weapon. They will regularly be
walked through crowds as a
display of force. They can also be
used to quickly force a crowd to
move by riding them into crowds
or moving them around quickly to
stop crowds from advancing down
a street. In extreme situations they are ridden in a line into crowds like a medieval
battle. The cops on horseback also use long battens to strike at people. It is
dangerous to be close to police horses in a crowd as when they are spooked they
can kick or trample with considerable force.

Dogs

Different police dogs are trained for
specific roles. Some dogs, often
spaniels, are trained to search for
explosives or drugs. Some dogs are
trained to search for missing people.
Others are trained to chase and
attack people running from the
police. Police dogs are also used for
public order situations, normally
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German or Belgian Shepherds. These dogs are trained to bark on command and
attack people by biting the arms or legs. They will normally be held on a short leash
and rarely let off to run free. Officers with dogs can be used as intimidation, standing
in lines with dogs barking. They can also advance at crowds or individuals and
encourage their dogs to bite and attack. They are moved in specialist police vans,
often marked DOGS on the side, with air vents on the roof and dog cages in the
back.

Specialist Police

Forward Intelligence Team (F.I.T)
FIT were a common sight at protests during the 2000’s but
went out of fashion around 2009 following the G20 protests in
London. They are occasionally still used in Scotland, mainly
against football fans and at anti-fascist mobilisations. FIT are
confrontational intelligence gatherers who will question and
follow people who they deem to be “domestic extremists”
regardless of whether these people have committed crimes.
They wear normal uniforms, or can be seen in riot gear, with
blue patches on their uniforms. They mostly travel in pairs.
They can also be seen with long lens cameras overtly taking
photographs of people in crowds.

Police Liaison Officers (P.L.O)

As a counter to the FITs more
aggressive tactics of intelligence
gathering, PLO are tasked with
opening dialogue between activists
and police. Their aim is to gather
intelligence and build profiles on
groups, movements and individuals

so that this can be passed up the chain of
command and used for policing. They normally
wear baby blue tabards and permanent smiles.
More info on PLOs from Netpol.

https://netpol.org/police-liaison-officers/
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Evidence Gathering Teams (E.G.T)
Separate to FIT cameras, EGT’s role is to take footage that can be used to identify
individuals after an event. This can be for intelligence gathering or to gather
evidence to prosecute people for a crime. They normally have orange somewhere on
their uniform and have E.G.T on their backs. They travel in pairs with one filming and
one recording vocal descriptions of what is happening. They mostly stay behind
police lines or up high in vantage points.

Helicopters and Drones
Police Scotland have two police helicopters, model Airbus H135-T3, with one in use
and one in standby, although for major incidents they can deploy both. The police
also have seven drones based in Glasgow, Inverness and Aberdeen. Both drones
and helicopters can be used during protests to surveil or monitor a crowd, with night
vision and thermal imaging cameras. They provide live footage to police control
rooms and also record footage for future court cases or intelligence gathering.

Cutting Teams /Protestor Removal Team

During blockades specialist officers are
used to remove people from lock-ons,
tripods or any other contraptions people
have used to stay put. They can
sometimes travel in large vans with
trailers for all of their cutting and climbing
equipment. They will normally get normal
cops to move a crowd away and make a
“sterile area” where they can work at
removing people.

The MOD Police cutting team at
Faslane military base became
so fixated on removing
blockaders they wrote a book
about it.

https://www.npcc.police.uk/documents/FoI%20publication/Disclosure%20Logs/Uniformed%20Operations%20FOI/2014/003%2014%20ACPO%20Response%20att%2001%20of%201%20Faslane%20365.pdf
https://www.npcc.police.uk/documents/FoI%20publication/Disclosure%20Logs/Uniformed%20Operations%20FOI/2014/003%2014%20ACPO%20Response%20att%2001%20of%201%20Faslane%20365.pdf
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Command Structure - Gold, Silver and Bronze.

During large operations the police use a different hierarchical system than normal for
making decisions and dishing out orders. The Gold Commander will be in a control
room making strategic decisions, alongside the Gold Commanders from the Fire and
Ambulance Services. The Silver Commander can be at the scene but is usually also
in the control room, and they are in charge of tactical decisions based on Gold’s
strategy. Then below that is Bronze Commanders who will have responsibility for the
operational side of things based on Silver’s tactical orders. Bronze Commanders will
give orders to Inspectors who will then carry out these orders with the officers under
their command. Bronze Commanders can be given specific areas of responsibility,
like areas of a city or specific tasks like protecting a building.

“Mutual Aid”

Sometimes the police need
so many police that their
local numbers aren’t
enough. In this instance
they take a leaf out of Peter
Kropotkins (or Dean
Spade’s) book and ask
other police forces to lend a
hand. The police
themselves call this “mutual
aid,” although in this version
the travelling forces bill the
requesting forces for their
overtime. This often

happens during large protests or mobilisations and events like the Olympics or
football matches. Riot police have two or three letters on their helmets to identify
which force they are from. Police Scotland use SP.

Police “Mutual Aid” Call Signs

Avon &
Somerset QP

Dyfed Powys
WH

Lincolnshire
NC

South
Yorkshire XS

Wiltshire QJ

Bedfordshire
VA

Essex VG Merseyside
CH

Staffordshire
YF

Scotland
Police
Scotland SP
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Cambridgeshir
e VB

Gloucestershir
e QL

Metropolitan
MP

Suffolk VL Northern
Ireland Police
Service of
Northern
Ireland NI

Cheshire BA Greater
Manchester
CK

Norfolk VK Surrey HJ British
Transport
BTP/BX

City of London
CP

Hampshire HC Northamptons
hire NG

Sussex KB Ministry of
Defence MD

Cleveland LZ Hertfordshire
VH

Northumbria
LB

Thames Valley
HB/HU/HA

Civil Nuclear
UX

Cumbria BB Humberside
XH

North Wales
WA

Warwickshire
YJ

Derbyshire NA Kent KA North
Yorkshire XN

West Mercia
YK

Devon &
Cornwall QB

Lancashire BD Nottinghamshi
re NH

West Midlands
YM

Dorset QC
Durham LA

Leicestershire
NL

South Wales
WL

West
Yorkshire XW


